Introduction

- Ear-level receiver that is used with individuals with normal hearing who do not wear hearing aids, cochlear implants or Baha
- Compatible with all Roger microphones (Touchscreen mic, inspiro, Pen, and Clip-on mic)
- The signal is directly transmitted from the speaker via microphone to the individual wearing the Roger Focus
- Resulting in an improved signal to noise ratio ensuring the signal is heard clearly over competing background noise

How to use

**Turn on device**
- Place a 312 battery into the battery door and securely close the battery door
- Individual will hear a 3-beep sequence
- Anticipated battery life is about 40 hours/battery

**Connecting the device**
- Hold the Roger Focus close to the Roger microphone (within 4 inches) and press the ‘Connect’ button on the Roger microphone
- When the connection is successful, you will either see a message or a green light and hear a 2-beep sequence

**Volume**
- Press the push button
- A beep or a beep sequence is heard with each press
- Maximum volume is 4 steps
- Once you reach maximum volume, it will cycle to the lowest volume setting and increase to baseline

Troubleshooting

**The device is not transmitting the signal**
- Check the battery status
- Ensure dome/tubing is is free of wax
- Repeat connection process

**Is there a way to disable volume control?**
- Press and hold the push button for 5 seconds
- To unlock, press and hold for 5 seconds

**The signal is clear, but it is not loud enough**
- Press the push button to increase the volume to the desired level